Social media has been considered as a data source for tracking disease. However, most analyses are based on models that prioritize strong correlation with population-level disease rates over determining whether or not specific individual users are actually sick. Taking a different approach, we develop a novel system for social-media based disease detection at the individual level using a sample of professionally diagnosed individuals. Specifically, we develop a system for making an accurate influenza diagnosis based on an individual's publicly available Twitter data. We find that about half (17/35 = 48.57%) of the users in our sample that were sick explicitly discuss their disease on Twitter. By developing a meta classifier that combines text analysis, anomaly detection, and social network analysis, we are able to diagnose an individual with greater than 99% accuracy even if she does not discuss her health.
INTRODUCTION
Disease surveillance systems -which traditionally rely on reports from medical practitioners -are an important part of disease control. However, these traditional surveillance systems are often costly and slow to respond [3, 8, 13] . The widespread adoption of the Internet by the general public has provided opportunities for the development of novel disease surveillance methods. Compared to traditional systems, where data is provided by medical diagnosis, these new systems provide either semi-automatic -through long term self reporting systems [10, 16] -or fully automaticthrough data mining search queries or social media [1, 2, 4, 5, 11] -disease surveillance. While these methods are cheaper, faster and cover a larger number of individuals than traditional systems, one can be less confident about their results than the results from a system based on professional diagnosis. In this paper, we develop a system that performs long term surveillance on Twitter users with classifiers trained on professionally diagnosed data that combines the advantages of all three of these systems.
Previous work with data mining social media has focused on methods to replicate the patterns found in traditional surveillance networks [1, 4, 5] . However, these methods have several limitations. First, they generally do not differentiate between an individual with an illness and an individual that is worried about an illness; which may have resulted in a predicted influenza rate that was much higher then the actual 2013 influenza rate [1, 2, 9, 11] . Second, these methods cannot be extended to areas without a previous surveillance network to train the model. Finally, these methods are fundamentally incapable of detecting diseases that do not show strong spatial-temporal patterns such as mental illness, obesity or Parkinson's disease. Instead of top-down methods to measure levels of disease in a population, we approach this problem from the bottom-up. This addresses all three of these issues: we only diagnose individuals that are likely to have the disease, and not just interested in the disease; we do not require previous data when applying these methods to new problems or locations; and these methods can eas-ily generalize to diseases that do not show strong spatial or temporal patterns because we focus on an individual level.
Participatory systems, such as InfluenzaNet or Flu Near You, use self-reported symptoms to diagnose an individual and also work from a bottom-up approach [10, 16] . These systems have the potential to be better than traditional surveillance systems because they update in near-real-time and can detect cases even when the user has not gone to their doctor. These systems require the user to sign up which allows for long term studies which are not normally able to be done with Tweets or search queries. However this reduces the number of users studied compared to data mining approaches. For example, Flu Near You had a total of 9,456 users report during the week ending on 29 December 2013. Marquet et al. [10] have shown a large drop out rate with only 53% of users participating for five or more weeks. While this amount of data is sufficient for many purposes, a system based on Twitter's millions of active users would open the door to more applications.
We develop such a system as follows. In section 2 we describe the collection of an individual's professional diagnoses of influenza and the collection of their Twitter information. In section 3 we consider extracting textual information from Tweets as a method for diagnosing influenza. Previous work has focused on this area. Additionally, we consider other methods for detection. In section 4 we consider anomalies in a user's Tweeting behavior as a signal for diagnosing influenza. In section 5 we extend these methods to other users on a person's social network to diagnose the original person. In section 6 we aggregate the results of the previous classifiers to develop a more accurate meta-classifier. 
DATA COLLECTION

Medical Records
We received information from the Pennsylvania State University's Health Services about 104 individuals that were diagnosed with influenza by a medical professional during the 2012-2013 Influenza season. Due to privacy concerns, we were limited to knowing which month an individual was diagnosed (see figure 1 ). For comparison, we also obtained information from 122 individuals that were not diagnosed with influenza during this time. The participants were mostly students (72% were between the ages of 18 and 22) and slightly more female than expected (133/226 ≈ 58.8%.) Data collection was approved through the Pennsylvania State University's IRB (approval #41345.) Twitter handles were available for 119 of these individuals.
Twitter Records
While we received a total of 119 Twitter accounts, 15 were discarded because the associated accounts were either nonexistent, banned or private. For each of the remaining 104 accounts, we pulled their profile information, their friends and followers information, their most recent 3000 tweets, and their friends' and followers' profiles and tweets. Some users did not tweet during the month that they were sick; we kept those accounts as part of the control group. We were limited to the most recent 3000 tweets by Twitter's time line query, but this only effected two accounts -both of which posted multiple times per hour and were thrown out because we could only look back a few days.
We collected data through the Twitter API. Tweets, profile and follower information queries have separate rate limits and were collected in parallel. Since users continued to Tweet during data collection, each account was queried no more than once every three days for new Tweets. When all accounts could not be queried due to rate limiting, the accounts that had been queried the least recently were updated. Additionally, the 104 seed accounts collected above were given higher priority over their friends and followers. In total, we collected 37,599 tweets from the seed accounts and 30,950,958 tweets from 913,082 accounts that they either followed or were followed by.
TEXT BASED SIGNALS
In this section, we consider diagnosis based on the content of a user's tweets. Such analysis can be approached by keyword analysis, where the presence of absence of a keyword predicts disease, or through text classification, where the tweets are classified as being about disease or not about disease. We begin by dividing the tweets into two sets: tweets that were posted the same month that a user was sick and tweets that were posted other times. We find a total of 1609 tweets from 35 users in the first category. First, we use the occurrence or absence of keywords as features for classification. A set of keywords are defined that are possibly signals of influenza. We chose {flu, influenza, sick, cough, cold, medicine, fever} as our set of keywords. These keywords include the names and symptoms of the illness in addition to "medicine" and serve as a set of keywords that may have been chosen by a domain expert. We use Fisher's exact test to compare keyword occurrence in months when the user is sick or not sick and find a significant effect for six of the seven keywords (See table 1 ). Additionally, we try algorithmically selecting keywords by first finding the 12,393 most common keywords in the data set. We then rank them based off of information gain on predicting influenza and choose the top 10, 100 or 1000 keywords from the list. In all of these cases, we pre-process the data by tokenizing the text on spaces, tabs and line breaks and the characters ".,;':"()?!/\", remove stop words 1 , perform Porter stemming [12] and convert the text to lower case. We use Naive Bayes, random forest, J48 (a Java implementation of C4.5), logistic regression and support vector machines to classify a user as being sick in a given month or not (see figure 2 ). Second, we consider analysing the content of a tweet's text for messages giving hints about being sick such as "another doctor's appointment Wednesday ... have to #treatmyflu" or "I didn't realize how bad it feels to have the flu, should have gotten a flu shot 2 " that would not be detected through simple bag-of-words techniques. Computational approaches for natural language processing are available. However, because our dataset is relatively small, we use a 'human' classifier by hand rating all 1609 tweets that were posted by individuals during the time of their illness. We also sample a randomly selected set of 1609 tweets from times when the users did not have influenza as a control. We find 58 tweets from 17 (17/35 = 48.57%) individuals in our study that are about the user being sick. We also find zero tweets about the user having influenza during times when they did not have influenza. Because humans are very good at extracting information from text, hand rating tweets allows for an approximately 100.0% accurate classification, although it clearly does not scale well. Extracting information from text using machine learning is a complex problem where finding solutions that perform as well as humans is rare. Thus, the human classifier gives us an upper limit to the accuracy of a health monitoring system based off of tweet classification (see table 2.) In addition to illness affecting the content of individuals' tweets, it is likely that illness also affects the rate at which individuals tweet. To detect this, we perform one-dimensional anomaly detection on each user's monthly tweeting rate as follows. First, we calculate the number of tweets in each month in the study period and discard any months where the user tweets less than ten times. This avoids issues caused by the user starting or stopping their use of Twitter. We then calculate the z-score of the tweeting rate of the month that the user is ill by
FREQUENCY BASED SIGNALS
Wherex andŝ are the estimated mean and standard deviation of the user's tweeting rate for each month during the study [6] . We repeat this process for months when the user is not sick. We then classify the user as sick if z > 1.411 where 1.411 was chosen through leave one out cross validation. We find a significant difference between the z-scores for months when a user had influenza and months when the user did not (p = 0.01303, two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). Most of the time individuals are not sick (219 / 258 = 84.88% of the months), resulting in a highly biased sample. Thus we optimize based on the F1 score instead of accuracy. The optimal z-score cutoff results in an area under the ROC curve of . 6218 
NETWORK BASED SIGNALS
Even if a user is not currently active on Twitter, users on her social network may give clues to her health status. Twitter's social network is one directional, allowing for users to follow other users without the other users having to follow them back. Accounts that follow a user are referred to as her 'followers,' and accounts that a user follow are referred to as her 'friends.' We consider all text that a user's friends or followers tweeted and perform keyword analysis. The analysis was performed the same way as we analyzed the user's tweets in section 3, except we normalize the counts here by the total number of characters her followers or friends tweeted. This controls for the number and activity of a users friends or followers, which should not have an effect on her health status. We find that most of the tested classifiers are able to detect a signal in both the user's followers' and friends' streams (see We further analyse the strength of these classifiers by building each classifier using 10 fold cross validation and calculate their performance by measuring area under the ROC curve. We repeat this 100 times to generate a distribution of each classifier's performance. We then perform an analysis of variance test to examine the differences between the sources of data (followers or friends), the number of keywords used and the classifier's algorithm (see table 4.) We find that the choice in classifier and the length of the feature vector have a significant effect on performance. We find that classifiers that use tweets from accounts that follow the user are significantly better at diagnosing the user than classifiers that use tweets from accounts that the user follows. This may be because Twitter users often follow celebrities and news organizations -and celebrities and news organizations rarely follow personal Twitter accounts -which could introduce excess noise. Table 4 : Results from an analysis of variance of the area under the ROC curve for classifiers based on tweets from an individual's social network. Factors are whether the data is from the user's friends or followers, the number of keywords chosen and the classifier.
META CLASSIFIER
So far we have considered five separate methods for detecting illness based off of a user's Twitter activity: handchosen keyword analysis, datamined keyword analysis, hand classified tweets, anomaly detection and network analysis. However, there is no reason that we cannot combine these methods to get a stronger signal. For example, while mining the user's text is the best of the five methods, she may stop tweeting while sick, which would be detected by the frequency-based anomaly classifier. Aggregating multiple classifiers by a 'meta-classifier' has been shown to be an effective method for increasing classification accuracy [14, 15] .
We start by selecting the classifier from each of the previous five approaches that has the largest area under the Table 5 : Performance of the meta classifiers. The presented baseline is the classifier based on datamined keywords -the highest preforming individual classifier.
ROC curve (see figure 4 .a.) We then use the predicted distributions from these classifiers as the feature vector for the meta classifier. We use Ada Boost, Bayesian classification, J48 decision trees, logit boost, and weighted voting to evaluate the meta-dataset. We then evaluate these methods with leave-one-out cross validation and see an increase in area under ROC and accuracy compared to the best individual classifier (see figure 4 . 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have shown that it is possible to diagnose an individual from her social media data with high accuracy. Computational approaches to aid in disease diagnosis has been approached before, however they have been developed with a medical setting in mind. That is, the question addressed was "can we diagnose an individual based off data gathered from medical tests run on her?" instead of "can we diagnose an individual solely based off of publicly available social media data?" While we focus on the relatively benign case of remotely reconstructing a confidential diagnosis of influenza, these methods could also be applied to stigmatized diseases, such as HIV, where being able to determine if an individual is HIV positive without her knowledge and with only her Twitter handle could result in serious social or economic effects. Half of the users explicitly stated that they were sick, and we were able to confidently determine illness in the other half of the cases through their data. It would seem that simply avoiding discussing an illness is not enough to hide one's health in the age of big data. Table 6 : The thirty keyword stems with the highest positive predictive power ranked by significance. The Twitter API limits searches to at most thirty keywords. Ratio is calculated as the rate of occurrence when a user is sick over the rate when a user is not sick.
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